
A Fundraising Note to You: 

It is our time to take a significant step to make the world a better place! 

The Blacksburg Refugee Partnership is excited to be part of a community that wants to bring 
refugee families to the United States, to our own town, Blacksburg. For those around the world 
who are feeling hopeless and helpless, know that this organizing committee sees the suffering, and 
we can hardly imagine the emotional stress and pain that people are enduring in their war-torn 
countries. We look around us and know that we have more than we need, that we can share our 
belongings, and that it is time to take action rather than just think about our desire for peace in the 
world. We are ready to take a significant step to make the world a better place. 

If it were you, and you lived in a town where bombing was commonplace, where nothing was safe, 
where there was no water or electricity, what would you do? I know we would get out of there as 
soon as we possibly could, not thinking about what would happen next. But then, what if we had to 
walk, taking only what we could carry, leaving not only our possessions, but also the life that we 
had known and loved? What if we were forced to become refugees to protect the lives of our 
family members who still lived, while carrying with us memories of those in our family and 
neighborhood who had died? Maybe by now we would have lived in a refugee camp for two or 
three years, unable to work or be productive. Imagine settling in a camp, thinking things would 
improve, only to find that we had to send our children or grandchildren out to earn money so that 
we could have at least one meal a day. Would they never be the joyous children we had known? 
Life would be discouraging.  

What if then, a community in another country found the courage and organization to bring our 
family to their town? We might wonder why that town and those people were moved to gather the 
funds we would need to sustain our family for several months. And then, once in the other 
country, we would have to learn a new language and find a job. Living there would be foreign. It 
would be a difficult adjustment. We would want to hold onto what we know and love. Would we 
try to assimilate or stick to our own ways? 

Would the people of the town become our friends? Could the divide be closed? 

We know so. Thanks to generous donations from our friends and neighbors, the Blacksburg 
Refugee Partnership was able to establish a fund to support a refugee family until they can 
support themselves. With this fund, we successfully resettled one refugee family, and they are 
thriving with our continuing support. Now, we are thrilled to be bringing more families to 
Blacksburg. But we need your help. It takes about $2,000 a month to sustain a family until they are 
working and have enough money to support themselves. Is the world situation calling you to help 
refugee families come to Blacksburg? 

Any amount you donate will directly help our refugee families. Our organization is 100 percent 
volunteer, so every penny you give will support the families as they begin their new lives in our 
community. We are sincerely grateful for your support.  
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